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Abstract. Th!' ba.~eline design for the SSC Higlo Energy Booster 
(HEB) has dipole bending magnets with a 50 rnm aperture. An 
analysis of the cryogenic heat load due to A.C. 10ssE's generated in 
the HEB ramp cycle are reported for this magnE't. Included in this 
analysis are losses from superconductor hysteresis. yoke hysteresis, 
strand eddy currents, and cable eddy currents. The A.C. loss impact 
of2.5 JIm vs. 6 JIm filament conductor is presented. A 60 mm aperture 
design is also investigated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The high energy booster dipole magnet (IIEBDM) has a different 
set of operating conditions than those of to the collider dipole magnet 
(CDM). The current specifications for HEBDM operation involves 
eight bipolar ramp cycles which provide a continuous heat load due 
to A.C. losses during injection in to the collider ring. 

This heat load must be accurately determined to evaluate the 
cryogenic performance for a series of magnets. The last magnet in 
the string before the recooler could have a significant temperature 
rise; therefore. a significant loss of temperature margin could occur 
and degrade the machine performance. In this paper. the hE'at load 
is estimated from the major sources of A.C. loss: superconductor 
hysteresis, yoke hysteresis, strand eddy currents. and cable eddy cur· 
rents. 

The HEBDM is specified to hav!' the same design as thE' CDM, 
shown in table 1. A conductor containing 2.5 JIm filaments is under 
consideration to reduce A.C. losses alld persistent current harmonics. 
A 60 mm aperture magnet design is also shown ill table 1 and the 
A.C. losses of both designs are estimated in the next section. 

Table 1 Designs for HEB Dipole 
50 mm 60mm 
design design 

conductor: 
inner strands 30 28 
inn('r turns 19 25 

outer strands 36 32 
outer turns 26 23 

sc vohlm('/15m (m3
) 0.0136 0.0138 

collar+ yoke vol (m3 ) 1.25 1.2 
op!'r. field (T) 6.3!! 5.8 
oper. cur (A) 6250 5950 

oper. cur. den. (A/mm') 1015 1036 
saturation % 2.35 1.75 
peak field (T) 6.7 6.2 

quench current (A) 7270 i310 
quench p!'ak field (T) 7.6 7.4 

que. cur. den. (A/mm2 ) 1181 1272 
(inner) 

quench field (T) 7.27 6.96 
MARGIN 

quench field % 13.9 20 
quench current % 16.3 22.3 
temp. margin (1\) 0.7.5 1.1 

• Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc .• for the U.S. 
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02·89ER40486. 
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A.C. LOSSES ANALYSIS 

The major technical design considNation for the HEBD!o.f is the 
heat loss due to ramping cycles, usually referred to as A.c"' losses. 
The major sources of A.C. loss are magnetization hysteresis in the 
superconductor and the yoke, and eddy current losses in thE' cabl!' 
~olu'."e. '.t is once again emphasized that the 60 mm design presented 
IS pnmarily for A.C. loss studies and does not constitute a mature 
design. 

During the HEBDM operations th!' multifilament conductor is 
e~~ose~ to va~ious values of magnetic field. B, depending on its po
SitIOn m the mner or outer coil of the magnet configuration. To 
det!'rmine precisely the local or average \'alue of 8 for a particu
lar conductor the magnetic induction distribution for the entire coil 
volume must be known. This information is also required for deter. 
mination of the local or average value of critical current density in a 
particular region of the magnet coils. . 

The standard bulk magnetization approximation for cylindrical 
geometry filaments is expressed as 

(I) 

where d, is the diameter of the filament. J the current density during 
the ramp cycle. Je is the critical current density at a given filament's 
field and operating tE'mperature, and M is expr!'ssed in Tesla. A bulk 
model for magnetization is justified because the magnetic field fulh' 
pen~trates the filaments at B > lloJe( 8)dJl7r. The ent'rgy dissipated 
dUTlng a ramp from zero to Bm can he express!'d 3.' 

1 lB~ 
Q~=- AldB 

Jlo 0 
(2) 

where Bm is the local ma.ximum field. Two methods ha\'e been em. 
ploye~ to compute J< in the conductor and evaluate th!' integral in 
equation (2). The first technique involves an analytic formula for the 
field profile during the ramp cycle and a second technique numNi
cally computes B in the coil volume in an infinite·iron approximation. 
Also, the more accurate numerical simulatiollS Ill'(' a J< surface de· 
rived from experimental data.(l] 

The analytical approach rE'quires a simpl .. approximat ion for t h .. 
critical current density. J< can b .. approximat!'d u,illg the Kim 
Anderson model[2] a~ 

(3) 

where J eo and Bo represent the chara!"lt'ristics of the material. The 
local maximum field achiev!'d during a ramp cvc\!' varies wilhin the 
coil. An approximate estimate of this effect c~n be ohtained bv as. 
sumin.g a linear field d.istribution from BI to 8 2, By substit~ting 
!'quatlOns (3) and (1) mto equation (2) and integrating. we obtain 
the resulting average heat generation as 

(4) 



The average power loss is 

(5) 

where A is thE' percentage of SupE'rconductor. V is the conductor 
volume, and 2Tr is the ramp pE'riod for a complete monopolar cycle. 

An estimate of the heat I!;!'nerated during a monocycle for this 
magnet can be made a.~suming th" following parameters: d, = 2.5/lm; 
Bo = I T; Jc(Bo) = 1010 A/m 2

; >. = 0.-1; I' = 0.036.'im3
; 2Tr = 100,<; 

Bl = 2 T; B2 = i T. Using equation (5), WE' obtain the total power 
loss for both inner and outer conductors due to hysteresis in thl' 
superconductor, (WD = 5.2 Watts for a magnl't length of 15 m and 
a ramp time of 50 sec. from 0 to full field and ramp down at the same 
rate. The more accurate numerical solution using an experimental Jr 

surface and an infinite-iron local magnetic fields gives 3.9 Watts for 
the same ramp cycle. 

In twisted multi filamentary wires. the superconducting filaments 
are coupled together by changing magnetic field. This coupling causes 
A.C. losses due to dB/dt relatE'd elE'ctric field rise along a zig-zag path. 
The coupling losses are of an eddy current type. Thus thE' loss per 
cycle depends on the cyel!' ramp time. Tr • 

To evaluatE' eddy currE'nt coupling losses in the HEBDM multifil
amentary conductor strand, we USE' th!' anisotropic resistivity model 
[3]. This model gives the following formulil.l' for the coupled eddy 
current power losses per unit volume: 

(6) 

where iJ; is the local time derivative of the magnetic field within the 
composite and the time decay is related to the effective resistivity 
a.nd pitch length by the formula 

(7) 

The time constant, T. can be estimated from strand magnetization 
data using the relationship: 

2BT = AI •. 

Using strand data from A. Ghosh[4], with M. = 0.3 mT for a con
ductor with a copper-to- sllpt'rconductor ratio., = 1.5 and a ramp 
rate of iJ = 0.021 T /sec. a T = i.1 msec is obtained. 

The second alternativE' to obtain T involves estimating the effec
tive transverse resistivity, P.t. of the eddy current path as 

a is the out.<'T filamE'nt composi!!' radius and w is th!' thkkness of 
the outer copper jackpt. From equation (6). the resulting d!'cay tim!' 
is T = 6. i msec. Data for 2.5 /lm couductor is unavailable at th .. 
time of this report. It is difficult to predict the resistivity of the edd~' 
current path. The 2.5 /lm conductor is constructed such that the 
filaments are sub-bundled. Sub-bundles are s!'parat"d by a copper 
matrix which could provide a low resistance path for eddy currents; 
however, some Cu- Ti compounds could he formed in the matrix whirh 
would increa.~e the resistivity. 

The eddy current power gl'nerated is 

(8) 

where the integral is over the total conductor \·olume. Two solution 
techniques are used for the eddy current computation. Both are sim
ilar to the hysteresis calculations. In the analytic approximation, the 
average eddy current effect is approximat!'d a.~sllming a linear JJ field 
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distribution in the coil volume ranging from BI to B2. The resulting 
power generation expression is 

(9) 

The analytic power expression yields a l06s of 3. j \\'att~ a.'SIl mi ng 
Bt = 2 T and B2 = j T. The numerical integration of ('qllation (8) 
yields 3.4 Walls for th(' same 2Tr = 100 seconds ramp cyril' with a 
peak current of 62.')0 A (6.4TJ for a.')O mm HEBDM. It. scale law is 
used to represent the change in ., for the outer cahl('. The estimate 
of error in power loss from ,trand data is of th .. ordN of 30%. 

Strand-ta-strand coupling in cabled conductors occurs when thE' 
single strands are not insulated and the contact resistance between 
them is low enough to achieve significant !'dd~' current pat hs. Th!' 
magnetic field induced currents pass across strand-to-strand intl'r
faces causing eddy current type losses. 

One method to estimate interstrand losses is to determine the 
resistance, R, for the particular cable of given conditions emulating 
the coil conditions_ Then using the model proposed by G. Morl!;an[.'iJ 
the strand-ta-strand coupling losses for supE'rconducting braids are 
given by 

2 2 • 2 
W. t = !I' h LB 

, 60R 
(10) 

wherE' W:t is in Walls pE'r unit lengt h of the braid. h is th .. wi,lth of 
the braid, L is the half braid pitch length. R is the crOSSO\'N resis
tance of the braid. and S is the number of strands in the braid. The 
crossover resistance in the braid (or cablE'), howev('r. is not directly 
measurable, since it is difficult to separatl' a single crossover or a f!'w 
crossovers from thE' remainder of the braid. To ('valuate inter~trand 
coupling losses for the 50 mm HEBDM conductor we havE' uSf·d the 
magnetization data obtained by A. Ghosh[4]. ThE'sE' data are ba.'ed 
on comparison between the magnetization for a sse cable with 23 
strands stressed with 1.89 Mpa kpsi and the magnl'tization of the 
uncabled strands. The comparison shows that any exc!'ss mal!;neti
zation due to interstrand coupling is 2,U: t = 0_2 ± 0.3 mT. Thl's!' 
ml'asurements were carried out by comparing magnetization at ramp 
rates of 21 mT/sec and 42 mT/sec. The rath('r high error in the 
measurements is related to experiml'ntal limitations. However. ana· 
Iytical estimates like the one shown above indicate t hat a valu!' of 2 
M. = 0.2 mT is a reasonable estimate and thl' uppE'r limit of 0.5 mT 
is too high. The time constant may be scaled using 

.t h 2 L 1\' , 
T." = Tt(-h;) T.( 1\'/ (11) 

where h t is the test cable width. L t is thE' test sample half pitch 
length. and Nt is the tt'st sample number of strand;;. From this cable 
test Tt = 2.4 msec. ht = 0.0093 m, L t = 0.0125 m. and Nt = 23. The 
strand-to·strand !'ddy current power generated is 

(12) 

which is an integral over all cable volume. A"uming a lillt'ar field 
distribution. we obtain 

(13) 

The analytic model for the .'i0 mm HEBDM with 2 .. 5 Ilm filament 
conductor gives aT:}, = 9.9 ms!'c and (W:') = 3A Watts. 

The only significant T:} J contribution is from B-field component 
perpendicular to the cable width. A numerical calculation usin/!: local 
coil perpendicular B-field components for equation (12 J yields U ·:t = 
1.5 Walts. This result is much smaller than the analytic result due 
to the effect of field orientation, which was not taken into account in 
the analytical estimate. 

The proximity E'ffect can cause a time-indl'pendellt interfilament 
coupling when thE' filament spacing is of the order of the supercon
ducting coherence length. This coupling may producl' rath .. r high 



additional magnetization and hysteresis type losses in the conductors 
with closely spaced fine filaments and low resistivity normal metal 
matrix (pure·Cu). In some cases when the filament spacing is small 
but not enough to cause superronducting tunneling, the proximity 
effect can reducE' the transverse resistivity and unacceptably enhance 
the standard coupling between th(' filaments. Estimates made for the 
2.5 pm filament HEBDM conductor with a Cu·Mn matrix showed 
that proximity coupling is neglegible. 

Another significant source of heat generation is the irrev('fsible 
magnetization in ferromagnE'tic materials. Superconducting acceler· 
ator magnets use low carbon steel usually having; a coercivity of 0.8 
to 3.0 Oe. If the material properties are well known, it is relatively 
easy to compute the heat generated by integrating the area lnside the 
hysteresis loop: 

Q = I I MdBdV 
1vol Jc"cl~ 

(14) 

The saturation magnetization point is approximately 1.6 T-2.1 
T where the loop closes. A small but significant percentage of the iron 
in a dipole magnet does not reach 1.6 T and therefore forms a smaller 
hysteresis loop. Finite element saturable iron calculations reveal that 
between 60· 80% of the YokE' is saturated to beyond 1.6 T depeuding 
on the design and peak fiE'ld operating conditions. A weighted con· 
tributed volume, \/-, can be estimated from finite element models of 
yoke saturation If-1BMU 

Wv = -;;;- M dB 
l. 0 

(15) 

Results arE' very dependent on material properties. Since the 
low temperature coercivity is not curr .. ntly known. the actual A.C. 
loss due to yoke hysteresis could bE' higher than the estimates in this 
paper. However, measurements on a limited number of materials both 
at 300 K and 4.2 1\ suggest that then· is little change in coercivity.[6J 

The area inside the magnetization loop scalt's linearly with the 
coercivity, C, as seen in table (2). Data indicates that the hysteresis 
area scales as B1.6 where B is the p('ak field seen by the iron. Once 
low temperature data is available for selected materials, corrections 
of estimates can be made using this scaling information. 

Table 2 Yoke Hysteresis Effects 

Material C Q/V Q/V/C \\'/V· 
Oe J/m a Jlm 3 

- D. W/m 3 

A·36 3.] ]950 630 9.8 
Kawasaki ].25 763 610 3.8 

Armco 0.6 336 560 1.7 
* evaluated at T. = .50 sec. 

In conclusion. yoke hvster<.'sis \o~ses sca\(' linearlv with th .. coer· 
civity yil'lding appr~x.imai(']y 600 J 1m3 - Or:. Little data is availahle 
for temperatures near 4 K and these models use room temperature 
magnetization data. Clearly, more information is needed for cryo
genic temperatures. 

It must be pointed out that the yoke hysteresis loss estimated 
above is applicable only to a bipolar (truly AC) operation. If tht' 
magnet were to be operated a.~ a mOllopolar device, the yoke loss is 
expected to red uce significantly. 

Table (3) provides a summary of power loads for the two magnet 
designs. Thes<.' results arl' based 011 a ramp time of T. = 50 sec. 
without rest period. All hysteresis effects and allowances for rest 
periods scale as 

The results in this paper represent the impact of a full hysteresis 
loop. If the area inside the yoke iron hysteresis loop is small for a 
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monopol&r operation compared to the bipolar opE'Tation this ,.·ould 
make a significant impact on cryogenic needs. All E'ddy currl'nt effects 
are dB / dt dependent and scale as 

ThE' time dependence of eddy current 105se, implies that significant 
heat load reduction would accompallY slower ramp ratl's. 

Table 3 Summary of A.C. Losses 

50 mm design 60 mm desil;lI 
2.5 pm 6.0 11m 2.5 11m 6.0 lim 

1.8Tev (5.8T) 
amps 5650 5650 5950 &%0 

cable bys. 3.9 9.3 3.9 9.:j 
strand eddy 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 
cable eddy 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.9 
yoke hys. 2.4 2.4 2.4 2A 

Total Watts 
Case 1 10.1 15.5 9.9 15.3 
Case 2 8.4 12.9 8.2 \.) -•. 1 

Case 3 3.7 6.2 3" .1 6.\ 
2.0Tev (6.38T) 

amps 6250 6250 6600 6600 
cable hys. 3.9 9.3 3.9 9.3 

strand eddy 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.:1 
cable eddy 1.5 U \.0 1.0 
yoke hys. 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 

Total Watts 
Case 1 11.7 17.1 11.:3 16.7 
Case 2 9.8 14.3 9.4 13.9 
Case 3 4.3 6.7 4.2 6.6 

Case 1 T. _ 50 sec. with no rest period 
Case 2 T. = 50 sec. with 10 sec. rest period 
Case 3 T. = 100 sec. with 10 sec rest period 

The comparisons in table (3) for the 60 mm design and the CD~t 
design are listed for two injertion <.'lIergies. If t he inj('ctioll .. n!'Tlt\" is 2 
TeV for both magnets wilh 6 pm filament conductor. th(' total A.C. 
loss for the 60 mm design is 15.3 Watts and for the CDM c1esign 
is 15.5 Watts. With equi,·alent operational parameters. these two 
designs produce approximately the sam(' power. 

Preliminary experiments at FNAL[7J show thaI A.Co losses of 
a 40 mm design CDM model magnet are in "ery good agreement 
with calculations for monopolar opNalion mode. For instanre. the 
hysterE'sis losses are estimated to bl' (j4 J and are ohser\"('d as 66 
J. The eddy (urrent 1000s .. , at 300 Als('c are estirnat('d at i5 J and 
are observed as 80 J. A comparison of the calrlllat('d total hyst('fesis 
losses (conductor and yoke) and the experimE'ntaIIy obtainE'd losses 
for bipolar operation also gives a salisfactory result. 19X J and 188 .J 
respectively. Though this is not evident in ref. [7J, it TIl II 51 b(' Hoted 
that a considE'rable portion of the hyst('resis loss incr('ase eODle;; from 
a much larger iron hyst('resis loop areaofthe bipolar cyril'. According 
to our calculations that increase is approximately iO J/cycle for tht' 
FNAL model magnet. assuming a coereivity of 1.9 01' and that 85'7<, of 
the iron is near saturation. The experimental ramp dl'pendent losses 
are unexpectedly low. Taking into account simple considerations, the 
eddy current losses must be at least a factor of two larger than for a 
monopolar cycle. The experimental results, however, are 80 J/cycle 
and 100 J/cycle for monopolar (50-5000 A at 300 A/sec) and bipolar 
(·5000-5000 A at 300 A/sec) operation respecti'·ely. 

Assuming no impact from proximity effects and that eddy cur· 
rent contributions do not vary drastically between 6 pm and 2.5 11m 

filament conductor, there is a significant difference between th .... heat 



loads of these two filaml'nt types. Th!' manufacturability of 2 .. 'i pm 
filament conductor may be a design consideration but, this issue is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

An estimate of the cryogenic and margin impact has been mad!' 
using a series of 2·dimE'nsional thermal finite elem!'nt models and the 
heat loads presented in tabl!' (3). In particular. th(' 50 s!'c. ramp up 
with a 10 sec. rest period h1\5 bN'n used and represents peak HEB 
operation. The results from this model are published in ref. [~]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The major sources of cryogenic heat load are from hY5teresis in 
the superconductor, hysteresis in the yoke, and eddy currents in the 
cable. There are a number of uncertainties in determination of A.C. 
losses of real superconducting m~nets. In magn!'t conductors or 
cables the critical current density can vary with length due to non· 
ideal geometry and source technolo!!;.v factors: sausaging. local stress. 
non uniformity of cabling, etc. A.C. losses could be also affected by 
self·welded, touched. or sub·bundled filaments, or by local differences 
in matrix resistivity due to different deformation history, an incom· 
plete final anealing, or by Cu· Ti formation. As previously discussed, 
interstrand losses strongly depend on compaction and surfac!' condi· 
tions of the wires which can also differ with their length. 

Hysteresis losses in the magnet yoke can not be calculat!'d pre· 
cisely at present due to a lack of information for the properties of 
low carbon steel near 4.2K. In addition, the precise determination in 
a magnet may require knowledge of magnetization stress dependence 
at low temperatures. How!'ver. recent manufacturing techniques (e.g. 
in Armco) have provided low coercivity iron (0.601') and use of this 
is contemplated for the HEB aftI'T q1Jalification and testing and this 
could render the yoke loss unimportant. 

The models for A.C. loss d('termination disruss£'d above assum!' 
approximations which can have signifirant effer\. For instanc(' A.C'. 
loss evaluation in the vicinity of zero field is rathN simplified. Since 
tbe critical state model enables the determination of v x jj but not 
'i7 x ii (the free current densit~· which is necessary for a loss cal· 
culation) it is assumed that /I = B//lo which is a very rough ap· 
proximation for the region near zero fidd. As known, the reversible 
magnetization curve for hard type II superconductors can not be the· 
oretically determined or experimentally obtained. 

Preliminary experimental results agree we)) with thes£' calcula· 
tions. More experiments must be performed to resolve the A.C. losses 
heat load for HEB design considerations. 

Finally, a significant source of energy loss could arise from purely 
mechanical causes. It is known that the magn!'t roils have a hys. 
teretic stress·strain cnrve and th(> cycling of the coil st ress(>s during 
ramp cycles could result in the reh'ase of frictional energi(>s stored in 
the stress· strain hysteresis. This effect is known to be very strongly 
dependent upon details of th(' magnet. preconditioning and thE'fmal 
cycling. The analysis in this paper does not include mechanical (,f· 
fects. 

The above sources of error and unccrtaintie~ will })(' addressed 
through a program of experimental m('asurements and tests. These 
include a more accurate measurem(>nt of strand E'ddy current magn!'· 
tization, strand·ta-strand coupling !'ffeets using cables with a larger 
number of strands, higher ramp rate, and measurement of iron lOa!!;· 
netization at low temperatures. A comprehensive A.C. loss testing 
program is under way t.o measure the loss in 50 mm model magnets 
and this will be supplementE'd by a long magnet t('st in the future. 
The 2.5 p.m filament conductor is still an appealing option to reduce 
A.C. losses although it may be possible to use 6 p.m filament condue· 
tor. 
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